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Using aluminium-lined bags is becoming a regular procedure by 
professional thieves in stores. This is the method chosen by 
organized groups that offend in retailers in several cases. Thieves 
create these “theft tools” lining shopping bags, clothing, handbags 
and other items with aluminium avoiding an anti-theft system 
correct operation. Retailers have to take on the challenge of 
achieve profitable solutions and leverage the existing 
infrastructure to fight this type of theft, maintaining a pleasant 
shopping experience during the purchase process all at once.

 

“Metal detection” technology is available in all Prosistel anti-theft 
solutions, providing high quality protection against new shoplifting 
procedures in stores.

 

These new anti-theft systems offer the possibility of detect 
aluminium-lined bags, helping to identify potential thieves before 
entering in the store with intent to rob. These aluminium-lined 
Bags detection improve notably our stores security.

 
Prosistel Systems offer the latest technology in protection, 
providing new advantages in high performance items detection: 
anti-sabotage detection, integrated visitor counting, close 
anti-theft tags detection, free Internet after-sales services, and 
currently, aluminium-lined bags detection

We offer the added advantage of 
detecting potential thieves at the 
time they enter in the store 
through the signal processing 
innovative technology to detect 
aluminium-lined bags particularly.

 

METAL CONTROL    SYSTEMS PROSISTEL
For Detection Aluminium-lined Bags 
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All Prosistel “Metal control” systems are able to filter regular metal 
items such as shopping carts, baby seats, keys or mobile phones.
It can be installed along with all Prosistel Systems technologies 
(AM, RF, LF) as well as other manufacturers systems , allowing 
security tags and aluminium-lined bags detection.
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It deters professional thieves.  
The investment could be capitalized after
a detection, protecting the store from 
thieves with more sophisticated techniques.
The “Metal Control” systems with 
aluminium-l ined bags detect ion 
technology can be added to the current 
security systems in stores.
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Update your antitheft system already installed adding our 
“Metal “Control” system in your stores.


